The purpose of the newsletter is to keep all those concerned with Glassy-winged Sharpshooter (GWSS) and Pierce’s Disease (PD) problems in the Temecula Valley up to date on what is going on with the monitoring program at the University of California, Riverside. The Temecula Glassy-winged Sharpshooter (GWSS) Area Wide Management Newsletter will display an update of GWSS trap catches and treatment control areas in citrus with corresponding comments. There are approximately 140 yellow sticky GWSS traps in citrus groves throughout the Temecula Valley. Only traps that caught GWSS will be displayed on the weekly graphs. The newsletter always lists the field, trap # and total (# of GWSS) adults that were found on a yellow sticky trap.

**WEEKLY COMMENTS**

GWSS catches remain low as is typical for this time of year. A total of 3 GWSS adults were caught at three sites.

From now through early Spring we will update GWSS catches monthly rather than twice a month.
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